Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 25?

Police Crime Report No 273
Why Qld. Flow Chart for confessed
Commonwealth Bank, ‘bagman’s’
& Barrister’s multiple group fraud?

Why Premier’s
‘Smart State’
correction?

Why the need to
control ex-con
DPP Barrister’s
investigation?

Why ignore written
& verbal CIB evidence
& A.G. Release scam?

How Premier’s, Lord Mayor’s,
A.G.’s or Police Minister’s
press release will
resolve these crimes?

Why enforce SAA rule
27.2, engineering
evidence & Insurance
Council’s correction to
fraudulent claims?
Why $10,000
insurance scam?

Why assist A.G.
Minister’s disclosure
to DPP fraud?
Why DPP joke?

Why support Lord
Mayor’s direction
“How can I help?”
Give press release!

Why Bar Association
Confession of guilt?
Why is ex-con
Barrister not their
problem?
Why Supreme Court
disclosure & only part
correction by law?

1
Why confessed
Com. Bank fraud by
payment of $25,000, to
admit liability with no
lawful correction?
Why L.S.C. Smoke screen to
fraudulent insurance claim creating
vexatious bankruptcy in court?

2

Why Church & accountants
$10,000 damages
confessions of guilt?
Why Q.L.S. Warning? Why back up 4 honest
Solicitors to expose confessed Com. Bank,
‘Bagman’ & ex-con Barrister fraud?

How (Supreme Court) clarity solves fraud?
Media report 97% of victims of crime
never get their money back.
Evidence and proof the legal system
is corrupted by fraud.
How can we prove this by law,
beyond a shadow of doubt?
By mathematics backed up by criminology
and psychology to control fraud.
FIRST THE EQUATION
Police protocol + ethics = team closure.
CIB direct
! (Unlimited) Patience and time will solve
this case, then court closure by law!!!
! Hence the need to create Badja Pty Ltd as
a ‘Dead Corporate Body’ to expose
Supreme Court Judges Mackenzie, White
& Muir ruling “Mediation” - “disclosure”
to gain
MUIR’S “NO CLARITY” - PROVES FRAUD

As Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan directed on behalf of the
Queensland Law Society correction “Follow the court
transcripts and the money trail and you can win this case.”
As the first step in gaining law reform. To expose the Police and
court failure to control fraud, Australia's No1 crime. You must
understand Magistrates, District Court Judges and Supreme
Court Judges honesty to the community with their court
transcripts. They expose the deficiencies in the legal
systems that require technical change. As backup
Grahame Ledwidge's scapegoat Risk Management for the
Commonwealth Bank confessed “We never said we do not
make mistakes, you should have known.” The obvious
problem is that Magistrates, District Court Judges, Supreme
Court Judges and Commonwealth Bank Managers do make
mistakes. It's taken for granted, based on society's
dependence on self greed and self gain, that the community,
clients or bank customers will pay the price based on a 97%
scapegoat Risk Management plan. Hence our goal of a 97%
Police rescue package, which will come about by
education and training in law reform to provide quality of
life. To protect in particular the mums and dads retirement
funds, first home buyers, bank staff, both small and big
business and hence the community at large.
Spending years with various formulas, to gain the Premiers no
limit solution, this time the 'Can Do' Lord Mayor Campbell
Newman's solution (Neighbourhood Fair). The Lord Mayor
gave an invitation to write a letter, in political circles known as a
press release. (Not seen as a standard 'Yes Minister' joke as
seen on TV) What we require is a press release backing up the
Premier of Queensland in a determined effort to smash fraud
as Australia's No1 crime. To gain the full backup and
support of journalists and media wanting a balanced
story, with the revelation of the facts. This will make it clear
to both the community and for Supreme Court Judge Muir who
confessed “I have no understanding or clarity” to liquidate
our building construction company, Badja Pty Ltd over a CIB
ignored $10,000 insurance scam. ***
See the facts to solve the multiple fraud
1. As the next step the Magistrates and Judges must
make a correction on the basis that they were fooled by
one of their own Court Officers in the prisoner Davida
Ellen Williams who was used as a catalyst to prove this
case of fraud. To assist the Queensland Law Society, Bar
Association, Legal Services Commission, DPP, APRA,
ASIC, CALDB, etc, as a Police checklist used as evidence
and proof by CIB and legal advice. To set traps to win in
court. As confirmed multiple fraud is a convoluted story,
there is a need for your revision, to ask for Supreme Court
clarity. To reverse Supreme Court Judge Muir's decision as
he was tricked by organised crime. *****
2. Fraud Squad Detective Sergeant Brett Heath has no video
taped interview of the Fraud Squad investigation as

evidence and proof of Police fraud!!!
3. Hence we must provide the evidence and proof of the Fraud
Squad's fraud: - Detective Sergeant Brett Heath's first
question “Where is your copy of the Commonwealth
Bank loan agreement?” Our reply, “The bank loan
agreement went missing from our file.” (With our exDPP Barrister, later gaoled but not known as a criminal
at the time, in control of our case and holding our
records.)
4. It felt like the detective was directed to ask the questions.
Why does the bank refuse to give disclosure or assist with
any relevant details? Would this confirm not part but
complete confessed Commonwealth Bank fraud to
gain bank closure? To satisfy Chris Watts CBA
mediation expert direction.
5. We told the detective, “We did not need the bank loan
agreement; we had the results of the loan agreement.”
(The bank confirmed incomplete bank loan agreement had
caused the loss of millions of dollars, to mums and dads
retirement funds, first home buyers and the developer.) The
detective then replied “We all lose money, do not expect
us to do the work for you. If you do not get your act
together, you will be out the door so fast your bum will
not touch the ground and I will be happy to tell my
inspector.” (Note the clue to his inspector) Was his
inspector seen as a threat? Considering the Police
Commissioner and Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter
Martin needed an answer for the Premiers solution. We
need a real answer to community's awareness of billion
dollar fraud in the building and construction industry. As
requested by the Brisbane City Council Internal
Investigation Department. We reported to the Lord
Mayor, his team advised, “They do not have a Police
Force responsible for laying fraud charges.” (Creating
a huge vacuum for organised crime in the community.)
Having community, family and friends working in the
Brisbane City Council Planning and Building Department,
Inspection and Valuation Section, who act as
'whistleblowers' and backup volunteers. They urgently
need this community team press release to control
organised crime. *****
6. Let's focus on the multiple fraud: - Understand the CIB
who confess crime is serious business. As the Lord
Mayor's minders and security directed in brief it's no picnic
in the park. Fraud should be resolved in Supreme
Courts by Judges. To Supreme Court Judge Muir's
satisfaction. After he was tricked and cheated by the
ex-con DPP Barrister Davida Ellen Williams who fooled
all of us by confessed abandonment. *****
7. We told the detective quote “Rob Wilson our Head
Contractor had lied in court, 422/2000-2 Holland Park
Magistrates Court.” The detective replied “You cannot

say Wilson lied, you have to say he perjured himself.”
The facts are when Wilson was asked by Magistrate
Austin to read Baseline Civil Engineers report on
intimidation and standover tactics in claiming up to 300%
for extras, he refused and began to panic. He made
false claims. For example he stated “I did not use your
earthmoving equipment.” In general our case was won
and his Solicitor James Conomos became aware of that
fact. We provided a photograph of the Head Contractor's
son-in-law digging a false and unused trench
confirmed by Wilson, not part of the contract. (Hence
our photograph as evidence and proof.) Again Wilson
perjured himself. A trench that gave the illusion of
proper work done. The photograph provided evidence
and proof of (a) they did use our earthmoving
equipment and (b) the trench was designed to extend
part of the gap from 4 to 16 months. The illusion of
extending the subdivision for 12 months by digging a
trench as an example is fraud, where again the Head
Contractor perjured himself. The trench served another
purpose. Rain filled it with mud to run across Summitt
Street to create part of a $10,000 insurance scam. To
accommodate his ruse as directed by his legal
counsel “Not to complete the subdivision and by
vexatious acts claim ownership by non completion.”
Ignored by Magistrate Austin's confession of guilt quote
“Yes, well, I do not care what (anyone from) the Police
Minister down has to say.” Hence the urgent need for
the A.G.-Police Minister's correction. Lord Mayor
Newman's ground breaking invitation to write a letter
to create a press release. To back their community team,
their Internal Investigation Department and support the
Attorney General's Minister Rod Welford and the Police
Minister Judy Spence who were in shock at the truth of
their 'Yes Minister' explained bureaucratic stuff up
supporting organised crime. As confirmed by the
Brisbane City Council Internal Investigation Department's
direction quote “To set out this case so the Queensland
Police get the credit for a job well done.” Thanks to
Superintendents Hopgood and Martin backing up Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson.
8. The importance of primary law for the Commonwealth
Bank and the courts to understand with an endless list of
experts, this is a no limit Premier's solution based on
mathematics backed up by a team by law to win.
Hence we can be judged by the company we keep, in
exposing organised crime. Now to the planned detail
hidden by Detective Sergeant Brett Heath, the Police
Operations Branch and the CMC confessed four year
delay. (Due to DPP Barrister/prisoner confessed fraud.)
9. The reality of life in talking with Premiers, Police Ministers
and Lord Mayors, is their need for urgency and to be

accountable. To do as the Fraud Squad directed, “To get
our act together.” To expose the fabricated CIB charge of
Trevor Kidd, covered up by Davida with another DPP-CIB
commonly used scam. To charge suspected criminals in the
hope of gaining a confession of guilt using the Police policy
and the skill of the Public Prosecution Department. To use
an “Attorney General's release not to sue the Police for
wrongful arrest”, to cover up this injustice. You need to
understand that with 12 Judges involved, it was easy for
Supreme Court Judge Byrne, to believe that due to the law
of accession and association, as he knew Davida was a
criminal, therefore we employed Davida with the same
intentions of a criminal outcome. Hence we cannot stress
enough the importance of the bank Solicitors Clark and
Kann and Allens Arthur Robinson and the investigation by
private investigators, etc, to get to the truth of the matter.
This is truly confessed Commonwealth Bank fraud.
Due to the fact that the bank sacked their Relationship
Manager and made him and the customers and their clients
the victims. Due to the Commonwealth Bank confession in
mediation for self greed and self gain explained as quote
“We work for the shareholder's profits and the top end
of town.” That is why we worked with the Relationship
Manager James Pitman and tried to have the bank loan
agreement rectified according to the law but we were
told by the Relationship Manager that “Due to staff
cutbacks, if you want the loan, supply the loan
agreement as directed.” (To mean, no deposit and no title)
That means a contract drafted up to initiate another contract
similar to selling off the plan. Hence apparently the only
bank problem lay with no deposit contracts. Hence the
importance of a Relationship Manager again to balance the
story by law to give a true account of the details. Hence his
confession and transfer to Westpac to try and hide the
truth!
10.We wrote off $250,000 of an anticipated $1.5million profit
under James Pitman's direction to purposely sell land
under the true value, valued from $92,500 upwards at the
time. We sold the land to our accountant Tim Allen for
$75,000, therefore in paying him $10,000 to gain a
damages confession he has subsequently lost up to
$125,000 in the value of the land only, as the land was
valued by Hooker Realty from $200,000 a block just after
completion. See valuation trap. (Reference Justice Susan
Kiefel)
11.We truly suffer from information overload. The
Magistrates Court Registrar Brisbane (God bless him)
identified the Barristers scams for self greed and self gain.
Note the cost of $500,000 in legal expenses in an effort to
bankrupt the developer. Knowing the history of breast
cancer in our family, Grahame Ledwidge confessed
“Breast cancer and divorce is a death sentence.”

Hence his statement “You are not part of our team.” Chris
Watts as mediation expert saw the obvious with his
statement to my son quote “You have a big thing about
teamwork.” Chris not being in a position to go directly
again st Grahame Led widge 's scapegoat Risk
Management policy as the damage had already been
sustained. Chris Watts like the 12 Judges and 3 key
Magistrates involved gave notification of the multiple fraud
and left it up to the banks clients ability to follow his direction
in setting out this case on how to win. In a similar fashion to
the bank's Solicitors Clark and Kann who gave a Supreme
Court affidavit and showed that not all Solicitors act for
self greed and self gain. Grahame Ledwidge's scapegoat
Risk Management was endorsed by our ex-DPP Barrister
who confessed “You would be surprised what goes on
behind closed doors, abandonment.”
12.Hence our case is won by law. We will find more experts like
Lord Mayor Campbell Newman and his team of both Liberal
and Labor and via community principles technical changes
will be made as long as there are 'whistleblowers',
sponsors and volunteers who as directed by the Legal
Ombudsman Jack Nimmo ex-CIB put it “Forget about the
money for the moment and concentrate on the law.”
(Natural holistic justice) One wonders, does Supreme
Court Judge Muir, District Court Judge Brabazon and
Magistrate Austin lay awake each night as we do and
wonder how it would feel if they let truth be their guide?
Ours is a community based problem and we wait patiently
for our accountant Tim Allen to be accountable to the
Church in reference the $10,000 we paid him for a
damages confession. To prove our CIB trap of not paying
$10,000 to expose the 'bagman's' $10,000 false insurance
claim/scam. (The need to study the detail to the fraud with
300% claims for extras) As the Brisbane City Council, City
Hall Administrator John Dwyer understood and confirmed
as a senior Council Officer/expert by law. After listening to
the speech given by the Police Commissioner on fraudulent
blowouts on building costs. (Hence the need for a press
release by law and natural progression-criminology.)
TO SOLVE FRAUD
Australia's No1 crime

For brief, contact Ada Bright
Email: brights@dodo.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
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